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Owing to the inherent advantages of parallelism, rapid processing speed, andminimal energy consumption,

optical analog computing has witnessed a progressive development. Quantum optical computing exceeds

the capabilities of classical computing in terms of computational speed in numerous tasks. However,

existing metamaterial-based quantum Deutsch–Jozsa (DJ) algorithm devices have large structural

dimensions and are not suitable for miniaturized optical computing systems. Furthermore, most reported

on-chip metasurface devices, rendered monofunctional after fabrication, do not possess sophisticated

optical systems. In this work, we develop an electrically tunable on-chip DJ algorithm device on

a lithium-niobate-on-insulator (LNOI) platform. The on-chip device consists of various etched slots,

each with carefully designed size. By applying different external voltages to each individual unit, precise

phase redistribution across the device is attainable, enabling the realization of tunable DJ algorithm.

Notably, we can determine whether the oracle metasurface yields a constant or balance function by

measuring the output electric field. The on-chip device is miniaturized and easy to integrate while

enabling functional reconfiguration, which paves the way for numerous applications in optical computing.
1. Introduction

Exploiting the inherent properties of light, such as amplitude
and phase, and the interaction between light and optical
devices, optical analog computing demonstrates the capability
to execute specic computational tasks. Compared to tradi-
tional digital computation, optical analog computing holds the
promise of high-speed parallel information processing,
attracting signicant attention.1–3 Silva et al. (2014) introduced
the concept of “computational metamaterials”, which are met-
amaterials with locally tailored electromagnetic parameters to
change the waveform of the input signal.4 By harnessing the
concept of computational metamaterials, researchers have
achieved various optical operations, such as differentiation,5

integration,6,7 convolution,8 equation solving,9 and imaging
processing,10,11 by freely manipulating the amplitude and phase
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of light waves. However, most existing optical computing
systems employing metamaterials operate in free space, thereby
restricting their integration and miniaturization.12–16 Interest in
chip-level integrated analog optical computing systems is
rapidly growing.17–19 Several fabrication schemes have been
proposed for different types of on-chip devices, including dif-
ferentiators,20 convolvers,21 and integrators.22

Based on the classical mathematical operations, optical
implementation of quantum algorithms has attracted the
attention of researchers. Compared to qubit, photon has longer
decoherence times which make it easier to manipulate. Clas-
sical optics and quantum mechanics possess shared inherent
properties, including the superposition principle and interfer-
ence effects, enabling the use of classical light to simulate
specic quantum algorithms.23–25

Quantum algorithms exploit quantum mechanical proper-
ties such as quantum coherence,26 quantum superposition,27

quantum parallelism,28 and wavefunction collapse, thereby
signicantly improving the computational efficiency.29 The rst
quantum algorithm, Deutsch–Jozsa algorithm (DJ algo-
rithm),30,31 was proposed by David Deutsch in 1985. Compared
to classical algorithms, the DJ algorithm highlighted the
signicant acceleration potential inherent in quantum
computing. Several practical quantum algorithms, including
the Shor's algorithm32 and the quantum search algorithm,33

have been developed based on the DJ algorithm. However,
current metamaterial-based DJ algorithm systems have large
structural dimensions that hinder the miniaturization and
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 18311–18316 | 18311
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integration.23,34 Moreover, the majority of metasurface devices
are composed of passive building blocks, lacking tunable or
recongurable responses.35–38 Hence, once fabricated, they are
functionally xed and incapable of being recongured, limiting
their practical applications. Therefore, it is highly desirable to
further advance the development of optical analog computing
techniques.

Here, we present a lithium-niobate-on-insulator (LNOI)-
based on-chip device for electrically tunable DJ algorithm, by
employing the Pockels effect of lithium niobate (LN).39–43 The
LNOI on-chip device consists of variously structured etched
slots, each with carefully designed widths and lengths that
determine the local transmission and phase shis. By applying
different external voltages to each individual unit via two gates,
it is possible to alter the refractive index of LN, facilitating
a precise phase redistribution across the device. This enables
the implementation of an electrically tunable on-chip DJ algo-
rithm. In this way, the type of the marked function can be
distinguished through only one output electric eld measure-
ment. The proposed electrically tunable LNOI metasurface
facilitates the implementation of an on-chip DJ algorithm,
presenting signicant potential applications such as massive
matrix operations, articial intelligence, and quantum infor-
mation processing.

2. Materials and methods

Consider a function f(x) dened on {0,1}n that satises f(x)˛
{0,1}n and the output of f(x) is divided into two cases. One is that
it only outputs 0 or 1 for any input, which we call a constant
function; the other is that it outputs 0 for exactly half of the
inputs and 1 for the other half, which we call a balance function.
For an unknown f(x), the DJ algorithm can help us distinguish
between a constant function and a balance function. If we use
classical computation, we need to check the outputs one by one.
The worst scenario requires 2n−1 + 1 calculations if we want to
get an accurate and error-free judgment. However, if we adopt
the DJ algorithm, through the quantum superposition principle
and interference effects, only one calculation is required for the
same problem to arrive at a result.

The schematic diagram of the LN-based on-chip device for
tunable DJ algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. In a practical device, we
can integrate the ITO electrodes into the top and bottom sides
of the LN layer and applied external voltage by bonding wires on
the side of the ITO, to stimulate the Pockels effect.41 Leveraging
the Pockels effect of LN, the conversion between constant and
balance functions can be achieved through the realization of
desired phase distributions. The electric eld amplitude “E(y)”
of the incident wave is equivalent to the probability amplitude
of the corresponding quantum state, and the spatial position
“y” indexes the items in the database.24 In this work, we design
an on-chip rectangular waveguide with the thickness of h =

300 nm by etching a rectangular slot in the centre of each unit of
the LN layer. The on-chip DJ algorithm device comprises two
intricately designed metasurfaces: an oracle metasurface and
a metalens, each with 29 etched slots. According to the value of
the function f, we achieve the refractive index of the oracle
18312 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 18311–18316
metasurface by designing a phase distribution 41 of 0 and p, as
shown in eqn (1),

41ðyÞ ¼
(
p; y1 # y# y2
0; else

(1)

where a phase modulation p is assigned to each spatial position
“y” from y1 = −0.35 mm to y2 = 10.15 mm, and a phase modu-
lation 0 is assigned to the remaining spatial position “y”.

We apply the Fourier transform, which is analogous to the
Hadamard transform, to classical optical systems to obtain the
nal output signal. When the detection function is constant, the
additional phase coefficients assigned by the rst metasurface
are equal, and the incident wave is focused on the focal plane.
As for the balance function, however, the modulated wavefronts
have regions of 0 and p phases shi with equal areas, which
cause destructive interference with each other. Therefore, we
can discern the category of the function f by measuring the
spatial distribution of the electric eld on the output plane. We
employ an on-chipmetalens in the system to implement Fourier
transform. Themetalens comprises an array of rectangular slots
with different lengths, designed to impart a spatially-dependent
phase shi along the y direction under TE incident light. The
phase shi 42 is dened by eqn (2),20

42ðyÞ ¼
2p

l0
neff

�
f �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f 2 þ y2

p �
(2)

where neff denotes the effective refractive index of the light
guide conned in the silicon plate; l0 denotes the wavelength in
free space; f denotes the focal length.

In our research, the oracle metasurface consists of a rectan-
gular array of etched slots and is based on a LNOI platform. The
refractive index of silica at the target wavelength l = 1550 nm is
n = 1.46 and we chose z-cut LN material (refractive index nxx =
nyy = no = 2.211, nzz = ne = 2.138 at l = 1550 nm).44 To design
a high-performance beam modulation device, we rst scan the
width and length of the unit structure. In order to simulta-
neously ensure an efficient wave transmission and full phase
coverage modulation, we x the thickness of the slot to be h =

300 nm. In these simulations, we apply the periodic boundaries
to the y-direction and the perfectly matched layer (PML)
boundaries to the other directions. The change in refractive
index of the z-cut birefringent material LN with an external
voltage can be expressed as follows,45

Dnii = −0.5riiznii
3Ez (3)

where rxxz = ryyz = 10.12 pm V−1 and rzzz = 31.45 pm V−1 are the
electro-optical effect coefficients of the LN, and Ez = Vi/h is the
electric eld strength along the negative z-axis inside the LN.

By varying the slots width and length, we can control the
transmission and the phase shi, as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b).
The transmission varies considerably when increasing the
width (w) of the etching slot. By employing wider slots, we can
achieve a 2p phase shi with smaller variations in slot length,
however, the transmission also decreases signicantly. With
a slot width of w = 200 nm, the unit structure can maintain
a transmission above 55%. Fig. 2(c) shows the simulated phase
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the LNOI-based on-chip device for the electrically tunable DJ algorithm. The designed on-chip structure consists
of two metasurfaces: an oracle metasurface, which applies a phase shift to encode the detection function f(y); and a metalens that serves as
a Fourier transformer. The function type is revealed by the output contour. Inset: the corresponding on-chip structure. a = 700 nm and b =

6000 nm denote the width and length of a unit structure, respectively. L and w represent the width and length of the slot in a unit structure,
respectively. h = 300 nm is the thickness of the LN slab. f = 25 mm denotes the focal length of the metalens.

Fig. 2 Design of on-chip unit structure. Simulated (a) transmission and
(b) phase shift of the device unit structure as a function of L andw. The
black dashed lines represent the parameterw = 200 nm. (c) Simulated
transmission (orange curve) and phase shift (blue curve) versus slot
length L, with w = 200 nm. (d) Simulated transmission (orange curve)
and phase shift (blue curve) with voltage from 0 to 1100 V, with L =

2714.5 nm, w = 200 nm.
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shi (blue curve) and transmission (orange curve) as a function
of the slot length L from 0 to 5 mm. By xing the slot width to be
200 nm, we can simultaneously achieve a phase shi from 0 to
2p and an overall transmission larger than 70%.

It is worth noting that the phase shi is 0 when L = 5000 nm
and p when L = 2714.5 nm, which is essential for DJ algorithm
according to eqn (1). According to the Pockels effect eqn (3) for
LN, the ordinary refractive index no decreases by a deviation Dno
when different negative z-axis voltages are applied. Required for
Dno = −0.20, the electric eld strength is about 0.00366 V m−1
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
and the voltage is about 1097.07 V below the z-axis. Fig. 2(d)
shows the simulated phase shi and transmission with applied
voltage from 0 to 1100 V, when L = 2714.5 nm and w = 200 nm.
The phase shi decreases almost linearly with increasing
voltage, while the transmission is all above 40%. Note that the
phase shi changes from p to 0 when Dno =−0.189, no = 2.022,
ne = 1.607, Vi = 1036.73 V.
3. Results and discussion

Based on the parameters sweeping database, we determined the
on-chip slot width (w = 200 nm) which guaranteed a full 0–2p
phase shi over a suitable length range. Based on nite-
difference-time-domain method (WGallop), we perform
numerical simulations of the oracle metasurface, metalens, and
the meta-systems. We apply the PML boundary conditions in all
directions with an input function of E(y) = exp(−y2/20).

The on-chip oracle metasurface is designed to implement
a tuanble DJ algorithm on the chip device, as shown in Fig. 3(a).
In eqn (1), we obtain the etched slots length to the phase
distributions. The slots length at the position with a p-phase
shi transition (from y1 = −0.35 mm to y2 = 10.15 mm) is 2.7145
mm, and the slots length at the position with a 0-phase shi is 5
mm.

Fig. 3(b) and (c) show the snapshots of the electric eld
intensity throughout the oracle metasurface when the external
voltage is applied or not, respectively, with an input function of
E(y) = exp(−y2/20). When no voltage is applied, since the length
with a phase shi of p is the same as that with a phase shi of 0,
the wavefront is characterized by a balance function, as shown
in Fig. 3(b). As for constant function, uniform phase shi along
the y-axis should be provided by the oracle metasurface. In this
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 18311–18316 | 18313



Fig. 3 Simulated results of the oracle metasurface. (a) Schematic
structure of the oracle metasurface. The electric field distribution jEyj
in LN layer, when the applied voltage is (b) switch off, and (c) switch on.
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work, 0 is chosen to be the identical phase factor. Then we
consider applying voltage to the meta-atoms. Due to the Pockels
effect of the LN layer, the phase in the y1 < y < y2 region can be
transformed from p to 0 when we apply the voltage Vi =

1036.73 V, as shown in Fig. 3(c). In this case, the same 0-phase
shi is provided by the oracle metasurface, which means the
transformation from the balance function to the constant
function.

To facilitate parallel acceleration, we then apply the Fourier
transform with an on-chip metalens. Therefore, we constructed
an on-chip system to perform the DJ algorithm by combining
oracle metasurface and metalens together. In this way, the
Fig. 4 Simulated results of the actual structure for the LNOI-based on-
profile incident wave. The xy-plane electric field distribution jEyj, when t
output yz-plane electric field distribution jEyj, when the applied voltag
intensity jEyj2, when the applied voltage is (c) switch off, and (f) switch o
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electric eld passing through the oracle metasurface will be
Fourier transformed by the metalens.

Fig. 4 shows the electric eld distributions across the on-
chip system when the external voltage is applied or not,
respectively. When there is no voltage applied (Vi = 0 V), the
normalized xy-plane electric eld, yz-plane electric eld and the
corresponding output prole are shown in Fig. 4(a)–(c) respec-
tively. The device performs a DJ algorithm, and the central
electric eld is zero, which means that the on-chip oracle met-
asurface implements a balance function. Note that the output
electric eld is not symmetric in Fig. 4(c), since the effective
permittivities of 0-phase and p-phase components in the device
are different, which results in different transmission for the
etched slots. When external voltages (Vi= 1036.73 V) are applied
in the y1 < y < y2 region, the function of the oracle metasurface
can be changed from the balance function to the constant
function, as shown in Fig. 4(d)–(f). It can be seen that the
transmitted wave is mainly concentrated at the middle part of
the output port. The zero position (y = 0) has the maximum
intensity, indicating that the oracle metasurface implements
a constant function.
4. Conclusions

In summary, we propose a LNOI-based on-chip device designed
to realize electrically tunable DJ algorithm, leveraging the
remarkable phase modulation capabilities of LN by applying
different external voltages to each individual unit via dual gates.
Our results attest that the on-chip quantum DJ algorithm device
can precisely determine the type of function f with only a single
measurement. This work further extends the application of on-
chip metasurfaces in classical optical analog computing. It also
chip device for tunable DJ algorithm when illuminated by a Gaussian
he applied voltage is (a) switch off, and (d) switch on, respectively. The
e is (b) switch off, and (e) switch on, respectively. The output profile
n.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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paves the way for future research on programmable or recon-
gurable on-chip optical computing systems.
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